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Vision, mission and values
Every day, 27 South Australians hear
the words, “you have cancer”.
And for every person diagnosed, another three
to five loved ones are also significantly impacted.
It means that too many of us have a cancer
story―of someone we’ve lost, a loved one who’s
going through their own journey, or perhaps
you have your own personal experience.
It also means that everyone has a reason
to push for something better.

We believe
that no one should
go through a cancer
journey alone.
Our vision
is a cancer free future.
Our mission
is to lead, empower
and mobilise
the community.

This Impact Report has been
printed with the support and
generosity of Newstyle printing.

cancersa.org.au
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The power of your
support this year.

Year in
review

Thank you for a wonderful year.
As a respected member of the Cancer Council SA community, you are at the heart of everything that we do.
You make our work possible, and you are the reason why we do it.
By supporting Cancer Council SA this year, you have actively helped to further our efforts across our research,
prevention, advocacy and support initiatives that are saving South Australian lives. Thank you so much for
this valuable contribution.
This past year has been one of reflection, considering how our current ways of doing business can be improved,
and taking the action that will bring about impactful change for all South Australians impacted by cancer.
A key point of this reflection has been acknowledging the ageing infrastructure at both our Cancer Council SA
Lodges—Flinders and Greenhill—and how we can create sustainable supportive accommodation for regional
South Australians impacted by cancer.
Our Board is deeply committed to the immense value that our supportive accommodation services provide to
our country community, and has made the decision to pursue a feasibly study into the redevelopment of our
lodge accommodation offering. The new site would bring together Cancer Council SA employees and Lodge
guests under the one roof, focussing on holistic wellness while placing our fiscal responsibility at the forefront.
While this future project is an exciting one that will reinvigorate and rejuvenate our organisation, it is also
a necessary one for us to adapt to changing times and better support those who rely on us.
Having sought, but not been successful in gaining government support, implementation of this significant
project is one that can only be made possible through the generous support of the South Australian
community. We look forward to sharing updates with you along the way as plans progress. It is through the
support of projects like this one that you are helping us to ensure no South Australian goes through
cancer alone.
At every stage of our work, our priority is to capitalise on every dollar donated in order to deliver maximum
impact for our South Australian community.
Thank you again for your loyal support this year, and for making progress like this possible.
With your help, we are bringing a cancer free future closer every minute, every hour, every day.

Rear Admiral The Honourable Kevin Scarce AC CSC RANR (Rtd)
Chairman

Lincoln Size
Chief Executive
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Year in review.
Thanks to you, we’ve been able to celebrate key achievements throughout
the year.

August
On Friday 24 August more than 700 volunteers and staff came together
to volunteer at our 149 stalls across the state for Daffodil Day, raising
$335,000 to fund vital cancer research.

October
We teamed up with Adelaide PHN and Country SA PHN to launch ‘Get
Screened and Get on With Living’, a new campaign encouraging South
Australians to take part in the national breast, bowel and cervical
screening programs.

November
This year we’ve welcomed 48 new members, and renewed 167 members
to the SunSmart Schools and Early Childhood Program.

December
We awarded six new fellowships to talented South Australian researchers
through Cancer Council’s Beat Cancer Project, a collaboration between
Cancer Council SA, SA Health, SAHMRI and the universities.

January
This year, 265 passionate cyclists took part in the 11th annual Ride for
a reason as a part of the Santos Tour Down Under, raising $303,000 for
South Australians impacted by cancer.

February
Our fabulous Marilyn Jetty Swimmers took to the water, attempting to
break a world record for the largest gathering of people dressed as the
starlet in one location.

April
We joined with The Hon. Marjorie Jackson-Nelson to announce Dr Laura
Eadie as the 10th recipient of the Peter Nelson Leukaemia Research
Fellowship Fund.

May
More than 2,785 dedicated South Australians had a cuppa for a cause
and hosted an Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea, raising over $1 million
for local cancer research, prevention and support services.
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Thank you!

Where your money goes.

Year in
review

Thanks to you, no one has to go through cancer alone.
This year, tens of thousands South Australians supported Cancer Council SA
through a donation, a fundraiser, or a gift of their time.
Expenses breakdown:

You raised an incredible $9 million, which continues to help the South
Australian community in a number of ways.

Research
You helped to fund 33 research projects through Cancer Council’s Beat Cancer
Project—six of which are brand new this year.
Since its inception, Cancer Council’s Beat Cancer Project has funded nearly
250 cancer research initiatives that are working on better ways to detect,
treat and live beyond cancer.

16.0M

$

Support
You helped to fund our practical, psychosocial and physical support services
for people living with cancer, including Cancer Council 13 11 20 and our
supportive accommodation for rural South Australians staying in Adelaide
for cancer treatment.
This year, Cancer Council SA was able to invest $4.2 million in vital support
services.

18% Research

Prevention

17% Community funding

51% Cancer control
14% Communication
and support services

You helped to fund our community education and prevention programs,
empowering community members of all ages to reduce their cancer risk.
This year, Cancer Council SA was able to invest $4.4 million in life-saving
prevention programs.

Dollars spent

Dollars raised
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Supporting South Australia’s
brightest minds.
Research is the driving force behind improving the ways we detect, treat,
and live beyond cancer. We firmly believe that by investing in today’s projects,
we can bring a cancer free future closer.
Today, more people are surviving cancer than ever before. Nationally,
Cancer Council is the leading non-government funder of cancer research in
the country, and it is through your support that we are able to play such a
pivotal role in research progress.
But until the cancer survival rate is 100 per cent, we have work to do—and
urgently. With the backing of the South Australian community, we will
continue to fund our brightest research minds working on life-saving
cancer trials, tests and treatments.

69 per cent

Around
of people
diagnosed with cancer in Australia are likely
to survive for at
least five years.
This survival rate
%
has increased by
almost 20 per cent
since 1990.

20

Research and evaluation
Cancer Council SA’s in-house Behavioural Research team conducts monitoring,
applied research and evaluation to inform the development of our cancer control
programs and services.
The Behavioural Research Team works closely with the Cancer Council SA
Postdoctoral Fellow (Cancer Support) who is jointly based at the Flinders Centre
for Innovation in Cancer.
Together with two new postgraduate research students from Flinders University,
they are interested in people’s knowledge, attitudes and decisions around
healthy behaviours and the psychosocial impact on those affected by cancer.
4 • cancersa.org.au
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Just last year came
the news that
Australia is on track
to eliminate cervical
cancer by 2035,
making us the first
country in the world
to do so.

Research

Since its inception, Cancer Council’s
Beat Cancer Project has funded nearly
cancer research initiatives.

250

An Australian first in research collaboration
Cancer Council’s Beat Cancer Project is a collaborative South Australian
research funding program which capitalises on our existing partnerships
to deliver $4 of research for every $1 generously donated.

1= 4

$

$

For every Cancer
Council Beat Cancer
Project dollar, four
dollars of research
initiatives are
undertaken.

It focusses on nurturing and advancing South Australian research progress
by bringing together policy makers, cancer experts and the most promising
research talent. Outside of the Federal Government, Cancer Council’s Beat
Cancer Project is the single largest cancer research investment in the state,
and the first of its kind in Australia.
Our supporters make it possible for us to currently fund 33 projects—six
of which are brand new this year—spanning project grants, fellowships,
infrastructure grants, travel grants and scholarships. These research
initiatives cover a broad spectrum of cancer-related topics, from basic
science and biomedical research through to clinical, population health
and health services research.
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This year, we welcomed
six talented researchers
to Cancer Council’s
Beat Cancer Project.
Professor Deborah
White—Precision
Medicine in Acute
Lymphoblastic
Leukaemia.

“Our group is ideally placed
to bring real change for ALL
patients to ensure they receive
the right therapeutic approach
early.”
“Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL)
is the most common childhood cancer
and remains the leading cause of nontraumatic death in children. Adolescents
and young adults with ALL have poor
therapeutic outcomes, and most adults
will die of their disease.
Genomic analysis has revealed several
new, high-risk ALL lesions—including
how we can detect them at diagnosis
and effectively target them through
personalised treatment. It will mean
fewer patients are exposed to the lifelong risks associated with chemotherapy,
including relapse, and will help more
people survive beyond ALL.
Specifically, through funding from
Cancer Council’s Beat Cancer Project,
we will investigate precision medicine,
integrating genomics, metagenomics,
bioinformatics and functional analyses
to provide diagnostic screening and
therapeutic triage models that are
readily accessible and, importantly,
will transform treatment and outcomes
for our most vulnerable ALL patients.
This will improve the clinical outcomes
for patients with ALL, which can then
extend to other cancers.”
(Administering institution: SAHMRI)
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Professor Caroline
Miller—Reducing
the Preventable
Burden of Cancer.

“Unless trends in dietary risk,
overweight and obesity are
curbed, they are projected to
overtake tobacco as the leading
preventable causes of cancer.
We urgently need to act.”
“One in every three cancers is potentially
preventable, with tobacco, overweight/
obesity and dietary risk being significant
risk factors. Australians, particularly
young Australians, over-consume foods
and beverages that are high in fat, salt
and sugar, and under-consume healthy
dietary elements including fruit and
vegetables. This contributes to future
cancer risk directly and via obesity. Many
Australians also drink alcohol at levels
that increase cancer risk, with early
uptake in adolescence being a recognised
modifiable predictor of life-long risky
drinking.
Through funding from Cancer Council’s
Beat Cancer Project we will be able to
advance a well-established program of
work to address smoking; an innovative
program of work in dietary risk, including
over-consumption of unhealthy foods
and beverages; and excess alcohol
consumption.”
(Administering institution: University
of Adelaide and SAHMRI)

Dr Philip Gregory—
Discovery of
Optimal Targets to
Better Diagnose
and Treat
Metastatic Cancer.

“My research will enable earlier
detection of cancers most
likely to spread, as well as
more effective treatments for
advanced breast and prostate
cancer.”
“Breast and prostate cancer are among
the most diagnosed cancers in women
and men. Although advances in early
detection have improved survival rates,
there are still no effective treatments
once they metastasise to other parts
of the body. Finding more optimal
treatments relies on understanding
why certain cells become aggressive
and drug resistant.
My vision over the next five years is to
use the latest technological advances
in gene sequencing to identify precisely
these factors. My research has dual
aims: to discover new strategies to treat
therapy-resistant, metastatic prostate
cancer; and to identify factors that
cause specific breast cancer cells to gain
aggressive properties.
My research will enable earlier detection
of cancers most likely to spread, as
well as more effective treatments for
advanced breast and prostate cancer.”
(Administering institution: University
of South Australia)

Research

Dr Susan Woods—
Towards Eradicating
Bowel Cancer Death:
Better Detection, the
Mucosal Microbiome
and Personalised
Treatment.

Associate Professor
Andrew Rowland—
A Novel Strategy to
Realise the Benefits
of Precision Dosing
for High Cost
Anti-Cancer Drugs.

Dr Tessa Gargett—
Immune Therapy to
Treat Solid Cancers.

“Our project focusses on finding
the hidden, early cancers
that are not found by current
population bowel cancer
screening tests.”

“I hope to address an important
impasse that currently prevents
cancer patients from achieving
the maximum benefit from
key anti-cancer medicines.”

“This funding will help us extend
the promise of immunotherapy
to all patients.”

“If diagnosed and treated early, over
90 per cent of bowel cancer patients
can be cured. Yet, this disease still claims
over 4,000 Australian lives every year.
My project combines recent
technological advances to develop
new tests to better detect lesions and
predict which will become killers—far
beyond what’s possible with current
population screening tests—expediting
translation to the clinic. Further work
is assessing personalised treatment
regimens for advanced disease using
patient samples grown in a dish, which,
if successful, could guide therapy choice
for patients—reducing unwarranted
side effects and picking the treatment
that will work most effectively for each
patient. Finally, we are investigating
how gut bacteria changes during
cancer, which may lead to a probiotic
supplement for high-risk people to
assist with bowel cancer prevention
in the future.”
(Administering institution: University
of Adelaide and SAHMRI)

“The possible benefits from kinase
inhibitors (KIs) as a class of cancer
treatment can be dramatically
improved—in some cases, even
doubled—by getting the right dose
for each patient. However, the potential
value of ‘precision dosing’ for these
drugs continues to go unrealised.
I have already established a novel,
readily actionable strategy
(‘ADMExosomes’) to track the impact
of variability in drug exposure on the
effectiveness and tolerability of a drug.
I will use current funding to evaluate this
strategy, aiming to efficiently generate
practice-changing evidence to define
the value of precision dosing for KIs.
I have already established a framework
through engagement with my existing
network of clinical, consumer and
industry collaborators to translate the
findings of this project into actionable
‘companion diagnostics’ that maximise
KI effectiveness and tolerability in
real-world cancer patients.”
(Administering institution:
Flinders University)

“The best immunotherapies stimulate
the immune system to kill tumours
by blocking the tumour’s escape
mechanisms.
These therapies have shown to be highly
effective in 40 per cent of melanoma
patients, with some seeing their tumours
eliminated. But for the remaining
60 per cent, there’s no response. Other
solid cancer types also fail to respond,
meaning some patients miss out on
a potentially life-saving treatment.
This funding will help us extend the
promise of immunotherapy to all
patients. We’re testing brand new
immune-based therapies specifically
designed to boost the immune system
in solid cancer patients. We have
one clinical trial currently testing
personalised cell therapy in melanoma
patients, and will soon commence two
new trials in patients with brain cancer.
By developing these trials and tracking
patient response, we hope to inform
effective treatment for every solid
tumours patient.”
(Administering institution: University
of South Australia)
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Here for every South Australian.
Supporting people affected by cancer is at the
heart of everything we do. Across all stages of
the experience—from hearing those three little
words, to coping with treatment, to life beyond
cancer—our support services ensure no one
ever has to go through their journey alone.
Because of you, this year South Australians
impacted by cancer were able to access trusted,
evidence-based cancer information, free
counselling, subsidised accommodation when
they had to travel for treatment, childcare, and
financial and legal aid to help plan for the costs
of cancer.

27

Today, and every day

South Australians
hear the words,
“you have cancer”.
8 • cancersa.org.au
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This year we provided

32,896

nights of
accommodation
at Cancer Council
Lodges.

A home away
from home.

Support

With your support this year, Cancer Council SA Lodges at Greenhill and
Flinders continued to provide a place to stay for country guests when
they travelled to Adelaide for treatment. More than just a bed to sleep
in, guests were invited to find their second family in the welcoming
Lodge community.

1,737

occasions of
support provided to
lodge guests during
their stay

This year, we provided:

910 hours of

home help/cleaning

188 hours of
gardening

45 hours of
childcare

One of the truly special parts of a Lodge stay is being greeted by one of our
social workers, Jo or Michelle. Their role is to help make everyone’s stay as
comfortable as possible—whether that involves discussing practical issues,
providing information about available services, or lending a listening ear.
For the first time this year, the Take A Paws program was introduced to
both Lodges, an initiative that helped many of our country guests who were
missing special pets back home. Silky terrier Zoe was an honorary guest at
Greenhill Lodge on Wednesday mornings thanks to owner Barbara, while
Chilli the Labrador and her owners Annie and Denzil were a hit with guests
at Flinders Lodge on Tuesday afternoons.
This year, weekly morning teas were hosted at both Lodges, enabling
guests to socialise, have a cuppa, and enjoy a bite to eat thanks to our new
partners, Cater Care. It’s just one of the parts of Lodge life that wouldn’t
be possible without our incredible volunteers.
Weekly shopping outings, thanks to long-time Lodge volunteer Helen,
offered guests the opportunity to access essential services.

“I aim to try and make everyday tasks manageable and accessible.
You tend to take things like going to the pharmacy or post office
for granted until you’re in an unfamiliar city, dealing with cancer
medications and don’t have access to a car.”
And this year, 12 new volunteer drivers joined our Transport to Treatment
team. To help stretch your donations further, they gave their time to
drive our country guests to and from appointments at treatment centres
around Adelaide.

“We were given two days’ notice to pack what we needed and get
to Adelaide for treatment. There was so much to organise in such
a short time. We were still reeling from the diagnosis.
No one knows what’s going to happen when you go through
cancer, but with a baby on the way it’s so much worse. But
because of Cancer Council SA Lodges—thankfully—finding
accommodation in Adelaide was one hurdle that was already
overcome.” –Fanny McKenzie
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Answers to your
cancer questions.
“Are these symptoms normal?”
“How do I tell my kids?”
“Where can I turn for financial help?”
Cancer causes questions. That’s why when you call
13 11 20, an experienced cancer nurse in Adelaide
will answer—a nurse like Ann.
Ann has been helping people access information,
connect to local services, or just chat through the
emotions of cancer for the past nine years.
“Good morning, Ann speaking. Would you mind if I start
by asking your name and postcode please? […] Thank you
and have you called us before? How can I help you today?”
This is how Ann answers the phone every time it rings.
It helps her to get to know who she’s talking to, and
what services she can connect them to in their area.
From there, the conversation might last anywhere from
five minutes to well over an hour. It just depends on
who’s calling, and the level of support they need.
“Let’s say it’s a young woman who, with her husband and
young children, has recently relocated to Australia from
overseas for a new life. She’s just received a diagnosis of cancer,
with little in the way of family or friends here to support her.
She will likely have to leave work due to the effects of her
treatment and the effects of the disease itself. She is worried
about the impact on her family.
As I listen to her story, I appreciate the challenges she faces.
From a practical point of view, I can offer her assistance
through the Practical Support Program. This offers her help
with gardening, cleaning or child care. Given her drop in income

848

sessions of
counselling provided to
individuals to support
them through their cancer
experience.
10 • cancersa.org.au
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4,961 people

were provided with
information and
support through
Cancer Council
13 11 20.
and the increased expenses associated with her treatment,
I can offer a referral to our Financial Assistance Program,
providing payment of a utility bill. If she needs legal or financial
advice, we may also refer them to our Pro Bono Program.
I’ll consider her understanding of the disease and its
treatment, to ensure she is receiving information that
she understands. Having moved to Australia, English may
not be her first language. If required, I could either use an
interpreter or find resources in different languages.
As the conversation comes to an end, I would offer to call
her back in a week to discuss the referrals, to see how she
is coping and that the information provided made sense
to her. Counselling may also be offered either for herself
or in conjunction with her husband.”

This year, 13 11 20 nurses like Ann provided
valuable information and support to 4,961
South Australians, including people with
cancer, their loved ones, health professionals
and students
“No two days are the same. Calls can be challenging,
sometimes sad, but mostly inspiring. It’s such a privilege to be
able to help people during what is often a really difficult time.”

“To anyone needing support, I would urge you to
call us. Share your story. We are here to listen.”

Taking care of
everyday challenges.
Cancer treatment can place significant strain
on your finances. Medical bills, travel costs, and
having to take time off work are just some of the
common financial challenges.
That’s why Cancer Council SA provides financial
planning services, and can also connect you to
relevant community and government resources that
can help.
For those struggling with a particular bill, we’re
able to provide one-off Financial Assistance Grants
of up to $250. With the generous support of our
community, we were able to offer 374 grants over
the past year to those who needed it most—people
like Keran Villis.

374

This year,
grants were
provided to help
ease the financial
strain of a cancer
diagnosis.

Support

Keran’s story
Keran was diagnosed with advanced osteosarcoma.
Five months of chemotherapy and two surgeries
later, she was given the next blow: they were going
to have to amputate her leg.
“That moment was devastating. It hit home when I asked
him, ‘How long do I have now?’ ‘....terminal’, he said. I
burst into tears. All I could think of was my kids and that
I had to survive. I couldn’t leave them yet—how would
they cope on their own?”
Keran learned to walk again in just three weeks,
despite excruciating phantom pain. And just over
a month after that came some more good news.
She could switch to a new chemotherapy treatment
that would allow a few weeks off in between—just
enough time for her to travel back home to Loxton
and see her three kids, Satorri, Kobi and Shaymin.
But money was tight, and it cost a lot to travel back
and forth. Luckily, Keran was referred to Cancer
Council SA’s Financial Assistance program.

“Upon hearing how my kids were in school
and apprenticeships, and that I was struggling
to pay bills, groceries and fuel so my son could
drive the six-hour round trip to take me to and
from hospital, Cancer Council suggested they
could assist financially.
I’m so grateful to Cancer Council SA for covering some
bills at that time. It meant that I could afford to travel
home to be with my family.
More than that, it meant I could help my daughter with
driving lessons, and support the kids through their
everyday ups and downs. It gave me a feeling of still
being needed.
It also gave me the courage to make goals, short and
long term. I planned out milestone birthdays, proms and
sporting events. For each goal I reached, I felt stronger.”
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Empowering Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people
to cut their cancer risk.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are
1.5 times more likely to be diagnosed with any type
of cancer, and have a five-year survival rate that is
15 per cent lower, at just 50 per cent, than the rest
of the Australian population.
However, promising progress is being made. Over
the past 20 years for example, smoking rates among
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have
fallen from 61 per cent to 39 per cent nationally.
We are confident that our ongoing work in this
space, through Quitskills and the Quitline
Enhancement Program, has contributed to this
improvement.
But it is not enough—the problem spreads much
wider than smoking. Significant gaps exist in
screening rates, life expectancy, and accessing
Cancer Council SA services.
Cancer Council SA launched its Aboriginal Programs
in 2016 and, following a successful community
consultation in 2017, this series of programs is now
helping to spread an understanding of risk factors, early
detection, ongoing treatment and services available
to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.
Thanks to your support, initiatives like this one
are helping to ensure our services are available
and accessible to all South Australians impacted
by cancer.

In total we have held

10

Yarning Circles.
From September
until the end of June
2020 we aim to hold
approximately 44
Yarning Circles.

This year we delivered

40 Quitskills courses
with 313 participants

across Australia.

Aboriginal and
Torres Strait
Islander Quitline

189

received
referrals.
12 • cancersa.org.au
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12 Ambassadors

were trained to support
the Aboriginal Cancer
Screening Project (as of
15 August 2019).
They cover Northern,
Southern and Western
suburbs.

Aboriginal
programs

Cancer Council SA’s first ever Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP)
In December 2018 all Cancer Council SA staff
underwent a Cultural Awareness Training program.
This marked the first step in highlighting the need for
a more culturally appropriate approach to our work,
and represented an awakening for many of our team
members to the alarming disparities that currently
exist in our community.
Six months later, Cancer Council SA proudly launched
our inaugural Reconciliation Action Plan—a formalised
commitment of our efforts to develop more culturally
appropriate communications, practices and services,
and embed them within the fabric of our organisation.

While we are proud of our progress in Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander communities made possible by
programs like Quitskills and the Quitline Enhancement
Program, we appreciate that fundamental barriers
still exist.
The RAP is helping to shift our approach away from simply
the services we provide and instead focus on how we can
best help the individuals in our community. We need to build
respect, trust and positive relationships with Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander communities, and ensure that as
many South Australians as possible have access to cancer
information, support, services and programs.

Quitline Enhancement Program
Whilst a higher proportion of Aboriginal people smoke compared to non-Aboriginal
people, their use of Quitline to quit smoking is low. The Quitline Enhancement Program
helps to better promote the Quitline service to Aboriginal communities through
culturally appropriate phone and web support as well an increased presence at
Aboriginal community events.

Quitskills
For the past six years, Quitskills has helped equip Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
health workers with the confidence to effectively and appropriately support Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people to think about their smoking and support them with
any changes they wish to make.
“I enjoy meeting people and travelling around Australia with the Quitskills smoking cessation
course. I want to help smokers to think about quitting and support them to start their journey
to quitting.” - Harold “Bundamurra” Stewart

Aboriginal Cancer Screening Project
Launched in 2019, the Aboriginal Cancer Screening Project recruited and trained
12 Aboriginal Ambassadors to host community Yarning Circles in metropolitan Adelaide.
This project encourages people to discuss fears, ask questions, receive information and
share experiences about cancer, prevention and screening.
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Prevention is the
best medicine.
Finding cancer early and taking steps to prevent
it occurring are two of the most effective ways to
reduce the impact of cancer in our community.
At least one in three cancers diagnosed in Australia
can be prevented through leading a healthy lifestyle.
Evidence shows that regular participation in national
bowel, breast and cervical cancer screening programs
reduces the rate of cancer mortality through
early detection.
Your generous support allows Cancer Council SA to
develop and deliver a range of education programs,
advocacy projects and mass media campaigns that
empower more people to cut their cancer risk.

This year the
Community Education
team attended
community
events, delivered
education
presentations, which
resulted in us reaching
over
South Australians with
important messages
on reducing the risk
of cancer.

29
105

5,000
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Finding cancer early.

Prevention

National Bowel Cancer Screening Campaign
This year, the Federal Government provided a $10 million grant to Cancer Council to develop and
implement a mass media campaign to improve participation rates in the National Bowel Cancer
Screening Program (NBCSP).
The NBCSP posts free at-home bowel cancer screening kits to eligible Australians aged 50–74
every two years. Currently, it has just a 41 per cent completion rate.
Around 90 per cent of bowel cancers can be successfully treated when caught early, which is why
population screening, through the NBCSP, is so important. In fact, if we are able to increase the
participation rate by just 20 per cent, an estimated 84,000 Australian lives will be saved in the
coming two decades.
The media campaign extended across three seven-week bursts of activity spanning TV, radio,
print, digital and social media, along with further communications support from Cancer Council
such as GP outreach.

Get Screened and Get on With Living
Launched this year, the Get Screened and Get on With Living campaign encouraged eligible
South Australians to take part in free national breast, bowel and cervical screening programs.
It marked the first state-wide collaborative effort by Adelaide PHN, Country SA PHN and Cancer
Council SA, and placed an important focus on having regular cancer screening tests so that you
can get on with everyday life, without having to worry about the unknown.
Two bursts of radio, print and digital targeted metropolitan and regional South Australians,
with an engagement strategy developed to facilitate GP support.

Skin Cancer Awareness Regional Roadshow
South Australians living in rural areas have a higher chance of developing skin cancer when
compared to those living in metropolitan Adelaide, and South Australians living in coastal and
agricultural areas have up to a 31 per cent higher chance of developing the most common cancer
in Australia.
In partnership with Country SA PHN, Cancer Council SA delivered the first ever Skin Cancer
Awareness Regional Roadshow to share prevention messages with those at highest risk.
Eight information sessions were delivered across regional areas with hundreds of community
members receiving vital skin cancer awareness and prevention information.
Attendees learnt about the importance of protecting their skin from ultraviolet (UV) radiation,
when and how to protect their skin, how to become familiar with their own skin and how to
self-check for early signs of skin cancer.

“I attended your Port Lincoln roadshow session tonight and I wanted to let you
know I left feeling motivated to take better care of my skin, so thank you! I’ve also
downloaded the SunSmart app so that I can check the daily UV before I head outside.”
—Di Delaine, Port Lincoln
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Protecting future
generations.
Protecting the next generation from UV

20 years of SunSmart

At least two in three Australians are diagnosed with
skin cancer before their 70th birthday, however up
to 95 per cent of skin cancers are preventable by
adequately protecting the skin. Melanoma is the
most common cancer in Australians aged 12-24,
and exposure to UV radiation during childhood
and adolescence is a critical factor in determining
future skin cancer risk. When combined with the
knowledge that UV radiation causes cumulative
and irreversible damage, it’s easy to see why
protecting children, and educating them on
why it matters, is so important.

Cancer Council SA launched the National
SunSmart Program in South Australia in 1998.
This year, we recognised 70 schools and early
childhood centres across the state as founding
members of the program who still hold SunSmart
status today. This includes Edwardstown Primary,
Birdwood Primary and St Joseph’s School
Hectorville, who achieved 20 years of consecutive
SunSmart membership in the last financial year.
Their efforts alone have reduced the skin cancer
risk of thousands of young South Australians.

The SunSmart Schools and Early Childhood
Program is the only program that embeds sun
protection policy, practice and resources in the
education setting, protecting children when it
matters the most. During last year’s National Skin
Cancer Action Week, Cancer Council SA celebrated
20 years of the program in South Australia. Now
operating in around 800 schools, early childhood
centres and OSHC services state-wide, the
program protects over 105,000 children and staff
from overexposure to UV radiation, which is only
possible through the generous South Australian
community, whose donations fund the program.
On behalf of all of those who have benefitted
from the program, a very sincere thank you.

Edwardstown Primary School Principal Kathy Papps
said that being part of the SunSmart Program is
a vital part of their school culture and curriculum.
“Over time, with adjustments based on research, there
is now a greater awareness of UV levels, how much sun
is good and why too much is damaging. Students have
a voice with hat choice, and have options on broad
brim or bucket.”
Recognising that the need for sun protection
doesn’t end when the school day does, many
schools also extend SunSmart practices to their
OSHC and Vacation Care services, which are either
run by schools or independent providers such as
Happy Haven. Mrs Papps said the staff at their
school-run OSHC check the SunSmart app each
morning with students, communicating the daily
UV reading to the rest of the school.

“Cancer Council SA make it so easy to write a
policy, help adapt it and offer suggestions. It
takes very little work from the school to get
started,” said Ms Papps.
Protect yourself in five ways from skin cancer

Students from Edwardstown Primary
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Prevention

Advocating for smoke free communities

Smoke free prisons

This year, Cancer Council SA continued to provide
trusted, expert information to government, urging
policy advancement and legislation change that
is helping to minimise the impact of cancer in
South Australia.

In 2018, the State Government enlisted Cancer Council SA
to provide smoking cessation training for both
correctional staff and inmates, in line with the State
Government’s commitment to see all South Australian
prisons smoke free by the end of 2019.

This included contributing to an in-depth review
of our state’s smoking laws, making numerous
recommendations including better enforcing smoke
free policies in South Australia. Thanks to your support,
electronic cigarettes are now regulated under the
Tobacco and E-Cigarette Products Act 1997, with changes
in laws to include increased penalties and expiation
fees for offenses under the Act and a clear definition
of shisha tobacco. The new laws also require e-cigarette
retailers to hold a Retail Tobacco and E-Cigarette
Merchant’s Licence.

A key strategy of transitioning all SA Correctional
facilities to completely smoke free sites has been to train
staff, Aboriginal Liaison Officers and prisoners through
Quitskills courses. Course graduates are then skilled and
confident to speak with their peers about their smoking,
and offer support to quit if they wish to do that. This
year, we have facilitated training sessions at the Adelaide
Women’s Prison, Mobilong (Murray Bridge) and Yatala
Labour Prison. To date, the Adelaide Remand Centre,
Adelaide Women’s Prison and Yatala are now
100 per cent smoke free. These sites and Mobilong Prison
at Murray Bridge have also hosted health expos for
prisoners, which Cancer Council SA attended to provide
opportunistic advice and support, and to refer to Quitline
for ongoing cessation counselling. We look forward to
travelling to regional Port Augusta, Port Lincoln, Cadell
and Mount Gambier prisons in the coming six months to
provide similar training and advice.

Further advocacy work is continuing to close
loopholes in alfresco smoking legislation
The numbers tell us that those who smoke want to quit,
with over 70 per cent having tried previously, and over
50 per cent intending to quit in the next six months.
Cancer Council SA’s advocacy campaigns are
supplemented by individual smoking cessation support
services, like Quitline 13 7848.

Quitline 13 7848
This year, there were over 4,300 calls to Quitline for free
and confidential information, counselling and support
to quit smoking.

“To all Quitline, just writing to say thank you for
your support during my journey. As a long-time
smoker I had tried to quit alone for 20 years; it
was a struggle. Thanks to your support I am now
smoke free, and I feel like a new person. Thank
you, I appreciate your support.”
—Card received in April 2019

David—Quitline Counsellor
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Your impact in 2019.
You, our generous and committed supporters,
are the reason that we are able to do what we
do every day. Thank you for your effort, energy
and enthusiasm this year; it has been another
exceptional 12 months.
You helped raise $9 million which was an increase
on last year and gave the best return on each dollar
allocated towards fundraising in recent history. This
great result helps drive cancer research projects,
prevention programs and support services. It goes
to show that when we come together, we can
achieve extraordinary things.
The figures are impressive, but the biggest impact
comes from the individual—the person like you
who decides to host an event, donate to a friend,
or give on behalf of a loved one. Your stories are
our inspiration. Thank you for supporting our
important work.
Enjoy reading about a few of our favourite stories
from fundraising heroes in our community.
Thank you again for playing such a key role in
bringing a cancer free future closer.

2015-2019 Fundraising performance
Revenue versus expense
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FY2017

FY2018

FY2019

$-

Fundraising expense
Fundraising revenue

FY2019

$-

Millions

For every dollar raised in fundraising, how
much is invested to help us move towards
a cancer free future?

Philanthropy
and events

Hailee did it for cancer
When she was 16 years old, Hailee’s grandfather was sadly facing
a terminal cancer diagnosis. Determined to make a difference, the
Ceduna local gathered a committee of family and friends to help
her plan a series of fundraising events, striving for an ambitious
first-time goal of $3,000.
She passed that in just 24 hours, and the tally kept on climbing.
Hailee’s efforts culminated in a head shave event in October 2018.
She had more than 200 people in attendance, and raised
an astonishing $30,000+.

“I’m so grateful to have had so much support from our
small community and feel very proud to be making such
a big donation!”

Hailee

Besties Belinda and Nadia rode for a reason
This year, two triathlon enthusiasts found themselves riding for two very
different reasons, but brought together by one single goal—a cancer free future.
Belinda—who was riding during her own cancer diagnosis and treatment,
and Nadia—who was riding in memory of a friend who she lost to cancer,
signed up separately for Cancer Council’s 2019 Ride for a reason, but
soon found support and inspiration in each other. Both were unaware
of their very personal reasons for participating, until they got talking
(and riding) together.
Through selfies and countless steep slopes, the women supported
each other to achieve their individual fundraising goals and to help
fund cancer research. After Nadia completed the Challenge Tour—
and Belinda smashed her very own Distance Challenge of 580 kms
over nine days—the two celebrated their separate successes together
at the Legends’ Night Dinner.
Between them, Belinda and Nadia not only supported each other and
smashed their Ride goals—they also raised an incredible $6,470.35
to contribute towards a cancer free future.

“It wasn’t until I went through cancer myself that I saw just
how important fundraising is to help cancer research. If it
wasn’t for fundraising, the treatment required for my type
of breast cancer may not have existed and my outcome
would not have been a good one.” – Belinda.

Belinda and Nadia
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Dan—Middle

Dan Relayed for his mum
Dan and his mum, Sally, had climbed Mount Ossa together
just three months before she received the shock diagnosis of
advanced ovarian cancer. She had always been the fit member
of the family, and no one had seen it coming. After undergoing
surgery and chemotherapy, Sally sadly passed away in late 2018.
As a way to show their support during a difficult time, Dan’s ‘work
crew’ at Kathmandu Rundle Mall decided to register a team at
Adelaide Central Relay For Life in Sally’s honour.

“Relay For Life isn’t just a way to raise money, it’s a way
to start a conversation. You really do get a sense that
everyone is there for the same reason which is what
makes the event so powerful.”
Together, team Mallcandu raised almost $3,000 towards cancer
research, prevention programs and support services.

Eliza hosted in memory of her grandma
This year, 21-year-old Eliza Green decided to honour her late
grandma by hosting an Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea at
Alberton Oval ahead of a Port Adelaide SANFL match.

“Going to the football with her is one of my best
memories. I can’t think of a better way to honour
her memory than to host an event at the club that
she loved.”
Eliza welcomed over 150 guests ahead of the bounce down, and
kept them entertained with a raffle, auction, guest speakers
and special player appearances. In all, the event raised an
amazing $4,500 for South Australians impacted by cancer.
Eliza—Right
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“To know that the money I raise will make a small
difference to someone else’s life means absolutely
everything to me.”

Philanthropy
and events

Sam—Middle

Sam swam for this sisterhood
In February, Sam Smithson was one of 250 Marilyn Monroe look-a-likes who attempted to
break a world record at the annual Marilyn Jetty Swim.
Just over six months earlier, Sam had received the devastating news that she had terminal
cervical cancer and only a year left to live. She swam to raise awareness for all those impacted
by cancer.
More than a year after her diagnoses she continues to share her story, inspiring others
through her positivity, resilience and determination.

“As I swam, I noted my family and friends on the jetty. My emotions got the better of me again.
To have them there was like icing on top of the cake. On completion of the swim and when my
feet could touch the sandy bottom of the sea, I felt a lady grab my hand—we walked together
out of that sea with pride...sisterhood at its best!”
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Your year.
Daffodil Day

AUG

This year, 149 sites across Adelaide sold 15,000 bunches
of fresh daffodils, with all the money raised going
towards funding South Australian cancer research.

Girls’ Night In

OCT

Throughout October, incredible women around SA
hosted almost 250 home and workplace events to raise
awareness of women’s cancers, and donated the funds
they would have spent on a night out to women’s cancer
research, prevention and support programs. Well done
to everyone who helped to raise $133,000!

Ride for a reason

DEC/JAN

In January, 265 cyclists made their Santos Tour Down
Under count by raising funds for Cancer Council SA.
209 rode ahead of the pros in the Challenge Tour, while
55 riders took part in the first ever Distance Challenge
throughout Tour Week. Thank you to every rider and every
supporter who helped raise an outstanding $303,000 for
cancer research, prevention and support programs. Thank
you to the South Australian Tourism Commission and the
Tour Down Under for your continued support.

Cancer Council’s Undies Run

JAN

On 21 January, an elite group of VIP fundraisers took
part in the first ever Cancer Council’s Undies Run at the
Strikers. They took on two laps of Adelaide Oval ahead
of the Adelaide Big Bash League game in front of a crowd
of thousands—raising an amazing $34,892 for bowel
cancer research. Thanks to everyone who helped knock
bowel cancer for six!

Relay For Life

ALL YEAR

This year 1,585 dedicated Relayers took part in ten
events across the state, walking thousands of kilometres
to celebrate, remember and fight back against cancer. The
biggest event of the 2019 season was Adelaide Central on
23–24 February, where 53 teams and 667 people came
together to show support for each other’s experience of
cancer and raised an outstanding $165,000.
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Philanthropy
and events

MAR

The March Charge

Throughout the month of March 1,027 South
Australians took part in The March Charge, a 31-day
personal fitness challenge fundraiser. By raising over
$151,483 for Cancer Council, and by committing to reach
their own individual exercise goals, every single March
Charger helped tell cancer where to go.

Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea

MAY

Celebrating its 26th year, over 2,785 individual, community
and workplace hosts raised their cuppa for a cause in
May and June. We were thrilled to see a number of new
workplaces get involved this year and also celebrate a
number of hosts who had reached the special 10 milestone.
Together, our wonderful hosts raised over $1 million for
a cancer free future—and that’s everyone’s cup of tea.

Long-standing Cancer Council SA
corporate partner GenesisCare
again fundraised on our behalf this
year for Australia’s Biggest Morning
Tea and Ride for a reason—going
above and beyond their sponsorship
of the Transport to Treatment bus.
Thank you GenesisCare!

A long-term and committed
Cancer Council SA partner, this
year Foodland again helped out
our South Australian community
by raising almost $10,000 through
selling fresh daffodils and
merchandise across 124 stores on
Daffodil Day. Thank you Foodland!

SA Power Networks has made a
significant contribution to Cancer
Council SA via the SA Power
Networks Employee Foundation.
Thank you to everyone at
SA Power Networks for their
generous support.

The wonderful team at StarTrack
have made Daffodil Day deliveries
possible for the past 18 years. In
August 2018 schools, workplaces
and community group supporters
received their fresh daffodils free
of charge. StarTrack’s employees
also helped out by giving their time
as volunteers on the day. Thank you
StarTrack!

Our wonderful friends at Guardian
Insurance generously donated $5
from every broker fee received this
year to support cancer research
and services. They also sponsored
our inaugural supporter newsletter,
The Daffodil, sent out in June to help
keep you up to date on your stories
of support. Thank you Guardian
Insurance!

For the last 15 years Tony’s Flowers
have supported Daffodil Day and
it simply would not be the same
without them. A huge thanks to
everyone at Tony’s Flowers.
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You helped fund Dr Laura
Eadie’s leukaemia research.

“Your generous support for
the Peter Nelson Leukaemia
Research Fellowship Fund is
helping our research progress
towards a better understanding
of T-ALL. With this increased
knowledge, we aim to provide
clinicians with an armoury of
effective targeted therapies
to more effectively treat their
T-ALL patients.” – Dr Laura Eadie

This year, thanks to the wonderful support of the community, the Peter Nelson Leukaemia Research
Fellowship was awarded to Dr Laura Eadie— the 10th recipient in its 40-year history.
Dr Eadie’s research investigates T-ALL, a type of acute lymphoblastic leukaemia that is most common in
children aged 14 or younger. Sadly, it carries a poor long term prognosis, with up to 30 per cent of patients
successfully treated likely to relapse within five years.
Dr Eadie’s research is focused on finding alternative therapies that deliver better results. By targeting
treatments to the specific patient, Dr Eadie hopes that her work will help more people survive T-ALL
with fewer long term side effects.
This funding will enable Dr Eadie and her team to create a repository of cells, enabling experimentation
and evaluation of the success of different T-ALL targeted therapies.
Long term, the project aims to provide clinicians with a suite of new and repurposed drugs, which will
be able to effectively treat the different genetic lesions associated with T-ALL.
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Cancer Council
Bequest Society.

Philanthropy
and events

This year, we were thrilled to launch the
Cancer Council SA Bequest Society as a way of
showing donors just how much Cancer Council SA
appreciates their generosity during their lifetime.
Members of the Cancer Council SA Bequest Society
are unique people, invited to exclusive functions where
they can meet and socialise with Cancer Council SA
Ambassadors and patrons, as well as meet others who
have chosen to remember Cancer Council SA in their Will.
Members hear first-hand how the research and
treatment of cancer is progressing, and heart-warming
stories from people who have benefitted from their
generous gifts.

Margaret’s gift for generations to come
Margaret watched breast cancer impact three
generations—her great grandmother, her grandmother,
and her mum. So when her best friend was diagnosed,
she turned to Cancer Council 13 11 20.

“Janice was like my sister. The first time I was
alone after she told me the news, I cried for
what felt like hours.
We went through it together. I sat with her
through every chemo session, and I shaved my
head so she didn’t have to do it alone. But there
were some questions I couldn’t answer, so I put
her in touch with Cancer Council SA.
I called 13 11 20 as well and I found it so helpful to
chat through my concerns with the nurse. It eased
my mind and helped me to better support Janice, too.

She is now in remission. I couldn’t be more
grateful to have my beautiful friend by my side.”
As a way of thanking the people that supported her,
Margaret has chosen to leave a gift in her Will to
Cancer Council SA.

“Hopefully they’ll have to wait a while, but my
little contribution (whenever it happens) will be
a gift to help Cancer Council SA continue their
important work. It is such a rewarding feeling
to be able to help others. It gives you a warm
feeling in your heart.”
Gifts in Wills play a fundamental role in Cancer Council’s
long-term investment planning, helping to fund worldclass research, prevention programs and support
services, and ultimately helping more people survive
beyond cancer.
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Together, we’re making
the difference.
This year 1,069 generous people from all walks of life selflessly donated their time, knowledge and
energy to help Cancer Council SA bring a cancer free future closer. Thank you to everyone involved
for another incredible year.
The volunteer community at Cancer Council SA is one of learning, sharing and contributing together
towards a common goal. Volunteers may work across teams and pathways within Cancer Council SA;
there are so many ways to lend a hand and give back.
As well as helping to stretch every donation further, our volunteers are some of our best advocates
for the important work of Cancer Council SA, helping to connect as many people as possible to our
programs and services.
That’s how our amazing community of volunteers helps us make the biggest impact possible for all
South Australians.

Event volunteers
This year, 899 event volunteers helped at community events,
keeping event goers safe from UV radiation, collecting donations
and connecting people to the work of Cancer Council SA.

Ongoing volunteers
We enjoyed having 112 of our loyal ongoing volunteers on board
with us this year, either in our Eastwood office or warehouse,
at one of our Lodges, or at our Cancer Information Centres
(Lyell McEwin and Royal Adelaide Hospitals).

Corporate volunteers
Through our corporate volunteering pathway, businesses and
employees are able to give back to the community—either
through donating time, skills or resources.

Ambassadors
This year, 94 Cancer Council SA Ambassadors attended over
200 events as the community faces of Cancer Council SA, helping
more supporters understand the impact their donations make
and linking them to the broader work of Cancer Council SA.
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People

Rob Thomas
This year marked Rob Thomas’s 15th with Cancer Council SA.
Rob first started fundraising through Relay For Life in 2004 when
he found out his wife’s best friend, Cheryl, had been diagnosed
with breast cancer. When Cheryl passed away four years later,
it only strengthened Rob’s determination to make a difference.

“Before she passed away, Cheryl made us make a promise
that we would do everything we could to make sure that
no else has to suffer through a cancer diagnosis like she
did. Ever since, I’ve made sure to honour that promise.”
Since then, as well as continuing with Relay For Life, Rob has
become a Cancer Council SA Ambassador which allows him to
take higher action on cancer prevention, cancer support and
fundraising activities. Rob is actively involved with Daffodil Day,
the Tour Down Under, Undies Run and more, and he also shares
his story at events across the metropolitan area.

Carole Jarrett
Carole Jarrett has donated almost a decade to Cancer Council SA
in a number of volunteer roles— spanning administration,
fundraising and supportive accommodation. It was during her
transition from full-time to part-time work that she decided
to give back through volunteering.

“I realised that, going into the future, I should look
for some volunteering work whereby I could help the
community and give me a feeling of fulfilment.”
After her mother’s passing—and losing both a dear friend
and former secretary to cancer—Carole decided to focus her
volunteering efforts with Cancer Council SA.
Her first volunteer role with Cancer Council SA in 2009 saw her
supporting the Administration Team, before stepping in for the
volunteers at Greenhill Lodge, and attending funerals to collect
envelopes for loved ones wanting to donate in lieu of flowers.
In 2013, Carole’s husband Bruce began driving Transport to
Treatment buses while she took on a new role—door knocking
for the Carer Support Group at the Flinders Lodge. This year we
welcomed Carole to the Fundraising Team where she makes
calls thanking donors for the difference they are making for
South Australians impacted by cancer.
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Organisational overview.
Insights from the 2018 Annual Staff Survey again informed the organisation of areas for review, which
Management focused on actioning throughout the year. This financial year also saw the launch of the
new and updated Cancer Council SA Intranet, which promotes more fluid communication and file sharing
across the organisation.

Staff health and wellness
At Cancer Council SA we aim to attract and retain
the best workforce by investing in our people, which
includes working on a positive workplace culture,
offering professional development and encouraging
work-life balance. Further focus was placed on areas
for improvement, including improving communication
and collaboration across the organisation with staff
presenting at national conferences and participating
in national working groups across the country.
There was further focus on the wellbeing of our
staff and volunteers, with sessions on mental health
awareness and health checks, skin checks, flu
vaccinations and general wellbeing check-ups.
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This year also saw the launch of Cancer Council SA’s
inaugural Reconciliation Action Plan, complemented
by organisation-wide cultural awareness training.
Cancer Council SA’s volunteers remained a key focus.
Volunteers were supported with tasks that were
mutually beneficial and opportunities were explored
to further improve their engagement with the
organisation.

People
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Our Board.
Rear Admiral The
Honourable
Kevin Scarce
AC CSC RANR (Rtd)
1 November 2014
Chairman

Adjunct Professor
Dr Judith Dwyer
AM, PhD, MBA, BA,
FAICD, FCHSM
10 November 2010
Director

Mr Jim Birch

AM, BHA, FACHSM,
AAICA
30 November 2012
Director

Mr Greg Boulton

AM, BA (Accountancy)
FCA, FCPA, FAICD
13 February 2015
Deputy Chairman

The Honourable
Catherine Branson
AC QC, BA LLB (Adel),
Hon LLD (Flin), Hon D Litt
(Macq)
25 March 2015
Director
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Chairman Kevin Scarce was born in Adelaide,
educated at Elizabeth East Primary School
and Elizabeth High School, before joining the
Royal Australian Navy in 1968. One of Kevin’s
first postings at sea was on HMAS Sydney in
Vietnam. In between his many and increasingly
senior postings, Kevin completed a Bachelor
of Financial Administration Degree (1998), a
Master of Management Economics Degree at
the University of NSW, ADFA campus (1990)
and a Master’s Degree in National Security
Strategy at the War College, US National Defense
University in Washington DC (1994). In his last
appointment in the Australian Defence Force,
Kevin temporarily led the Defence Materiel
Organisation. Following retirement, Kevin formed
and led the South Australian Government team
charged with expanding the State’s defence
business opportunities. One of the team’s first
initiatives, to build air warfare destroyers in
Adelaide, was successfully achieved in May 2005
when the Federal Government awarded the
contract to a locally-based company. In 2006
Kevin became an advisor and Board member
of the Port Adelaide Maritime Corporation,
formed to establish the state’s shipbuilding
infrastructure and associated skills base. He
was also Chairman of the Board of Foundation
Daw Park, which generates funding for medical
research for veterans and older Australians. Kevin
is also the Chair of the Adelaide Oval Stadium
Management Authority. Kevin was sworn in as
the 34th Governor of South Australia on 8 August
2007, serving more than seven years in the ViceRegal role. Kevin was awarded the Conspicuous
Service Cross in 1994 and appointed an Officer
in the Military Division of the Order of Australia
in 2004 and a Companion in the General Division
of the Order of Australia in 2008 for his service
to Australia’s defence industry and to the people
of South Australia. In December 2009, Flinders
University and the University of New England
have both bestowed an Honorary Doctorate in
recognition of his distinguished service to the
nation and to the public of South Australia.
Committee memberships:
Chairman, Nomination and Remuneration
Committee
Member, Investment Committee
Director Dr Judith Dwyer is an Adjunct Professor
of Health Care Management in the Flinders
University College of Medicine and Public Health,
and a former CEO of Southern Health Care
Network in Melbourne, and of Flinders Medical
Centre in Adelaide. She was for several years a
Research Program Leader in the Cooperative
Research Centre for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Health (the Lowitja Institute). She led
and taught in the Flinders Master of Health
Administration Program, and continues to
conduct research focussed on health system
governance and design, with a particular interest
in Aboriginal health services and policy. She was
the inaugural President of Women’s Hospitals
Australia, the inaugural recipient of the AMA’s
Women’s Health Award, and has served on

NHMRC Committees over several decades.
Professor Dwyer is Deputy Chair of the board
of Cancer Council Australia, and a director of
Cancer Council South Australia. She is the lead
author of Project Management in Health and
Community Services, published by Allen and
Unwin, with the 3rd edition to be released in
2019. Professor Dwyer is the 2014 recipient of
the Sidney Sax medal, awarded annually by the
Australian Healthcare and Hospitals Association
in recognition of life-long contribution to
Australia’s health care system.
Committee memberships:
Member, Audit and Risk Committee
Member, Nomination and Remuneration
Committee (retired 19/2/2018)
Director Jim Birch is currently an independent
consultant and Non Executive Director of a
number of Boards. He was formerly Ernst &
Young’s Global Health Leader and Government
and Public Sector Leader, Oceania. Jim has been
Chief Executive of the Human Services and
Health Department (South Australia), Deputy
Chief Executive of Justice, and Chief Executive
of major health service delivery organisations,
including teaching hospitals. Jim is currently
Deputy Chair of the Independent Hospital Pricing
Authority, Chair of the Australian Red Cross Blood
Service, Chair of the Australian Digital Health
Agency, a member of the Board of the Australian
Red Cross Society, Chair of Clevertar Pty Ltd and
a member of the Board of the Little Company
of Mary Health Care.
Committee memberships:
Chairman, Cancer Research Committee
Member, Strategic Fundraising Committee
Member, Nomination and Remuneration
Committee
Deputy Chairman Greg Boulton is a Fellow of
the Institute of Chartered Accountants, CPA
Australia and the Australian Institute of
Company Directors. Greg was Managing Director
of IPEC Transport for seven years. After 20 years’
experience in senior management roles, he
consulted on change management
implementation, strategic planning, best practice
programs and transport. He is on the Board of
a number of private and public companies
and has broad experience in capital raising,
acquisitions and commercial negotiations and
management. Greg is also on the Boards of
Statewide Superannuation Fund, Kangaroo
Island Plantation Timbers Limited and Southern
Gold Ltd. He was also President of the Port
Adelaide Football Club from 1992 to 2008.
Committee memberships:
Chairman, Audit and Risk Committee
Chairman, Strategic Fundraising Committee
Member, Nomination and Remuneration
Committee (appointed 19/2/2018)

Director Catherine Branson is a former Judge
of the Federal Court of Australia and a past
President of the Australian Human Rights
Commission. Earlier in her career she held the
positions of Crown Solicitor of South Australia
and CEO of the Attorney-General’s Department
(SA) before leaving public employment to
practise as a Barrister. Catherine is presently
Deputy Chancellor of The University of Adelaide,
an Adjunct Professor of the Adelaide Law School
and a Fellow of the Australian Academy of Law.
She Chairs the Board of the Human Rights Law
Centre. Throughout her career she has served in a
voluntary capacity on the governance or advisory
bodies of a significant number of organisations
and charities involved with the arts, health,
education or human rights.
Director Belinda Jennings is a digital marketing
professional and Founder of the Mum Central
Network, harnessing the power of social media
in the digital age to connect with Australia’s
most powerful consumers = mums. She has a
track record of delivering powerful, engaging
and high value digital solutions to some of the
world’s leading brands and with 20 years of
marketing experience behind her, is passionate
about connecting and educating brands on the
benefits of digital and social media. Belinda is
the recipient of 16 Tourism awards from her
past role as Director of Sales and Marketing
for Unforgettable Houseboats, and was an
AusMumpreneur of the Year Awards and Women
in Innovation finalist.
Committee memberships:
Member, Strategic Fundraising Committee
Director Con Michalakis is responsible for
managing Statewide Super’s $8 billion in
funds under management. Prior to joining
Statewide, Con was Director of Marketing and
Client Services for Manhattan-based boutique
investment firm Pzena Investment Management,
where he was responsible for marketing the
firm’s products and services in Australia, New
Zealand, Hong Kong and Singapore. He was
previously the Director, Head of Institutional
Business, for Merrill Lynch Investment Managers
based in Sydney. Con has also worked in London
with Alliance Capital Management and was the
first Australian practice leader of investment
consulting for Watson Wyatt. Con has a Bachelor
of Mathematical Science from the University
of Adelaide, a Masters of Science from the
University of London and a Postgraduate
Diploma in Financial Strategy from Saïd Business
School at the University of Oxford.
Committee memberships:
Chairman, Investment Committee
Director Associate Professor Susan Neuhaus
is a General Surgeon and Fellow of the Royal
Australasian College of Surgeons (RACS). In
2004 she was awarded the Lumley Exchange
Scholarship and undertook a Fellowship in
Surgical Oncology at the Royal Marsden Hospital
in the United Kingdom. She has a Doctorate

of Philosophy (PhD) in mechanisms of tumour
spread during laparoscopy. Susan is a Clinical
Associate Professor at the Department of
Surgery, University of Adelaide and works in
private surgical practice with special interests
in melanoma and sarcoma. She is a past Chair
of the Surgical Oncology Group of the Clinical
Oncological Society of Australia (COSA), previous
Director of the Australasian Sarcoma Study
Group (ASSG) and member of the Australian
Melanoma Trials Group (ANTMTG). She is
appointed to the Royal Australasian College of
Surgeons (RACS) Court of Examiners in General
Surgery. She in actively involved in teaching,
research and clinical trials and has published
extensively, served as a journal editor and
reviewer and authored a textbook ‘Radiology
in Surgical Practice’. Susan has chaired the
development and implementation of Australian
Sarcoma Guidelines, introduced in 2013 and is
a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Company
Directors. In 2012, she was a South Australian
finalist for Australian of the Year.
Committee memberships:
Member, Audit and Risk Committee
Member, Investment Committee
Member, Cancer Research Committee
Since 2002, Director Professor David Watson
has been Head of the Flinders University
Department of Surgery and is an Oesophageal
and Gastric Surgeon at Flinders Medical Centre.
Before joining Flinders University, he worked
as a Consultant Surgeon at the Royal Adelaide
Hospital for nine years. He also leads research
groups at Flinders University to improve early
detection and prevention of gastrointestinal
cancer, has published more than 400 research
papers and textbook chapters, and has held
continuous funding from the National Health and
Medical Research Council for more than 20 years.
He led the development of clinical guidelines for
the management and prevention of oesophageal
cancer for Cancer Council Australia. David is
a Senior Editor of the ANZ Journal of Surgery,
and Associate Editor of the World Journal of
Surgery, and a member of the Editorial Boards
for many other leading international journals
including the British Journal of Surgery and the
Journal of Gastrointestinal Surgery. In 2006,
David led the establishment of the Australia and
New Zealand Gastric and Oesophageal Surgery
Association, and he served as the foundation
President until 2010. He currently serves as the
Vice-President for the International Society for
Diseases of the Esophagus, and serves on the
National Council for the Australian Academy of
Health and Medical Sciences. He is a recipient
of the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons’
John Mitchell Crouch Fellowship, a James IV
Travelling Fellowship, was elected to Fellowship
of the Australian Academy of Health and
Medical Sciences, and appointed to a Matthew
Flinders Distinguished Professorship at Flinders
University.

People

Mrs Belinda
Jennings
18 August 2016
Director

Mr Con Michalakis
BSc (Ma), MSc

24 March 2011
Director

Associate Professor
Susan Neuhaus
CSC, MBBS, PhD, FRACS,
FAICD
27 October 2010
Director

Professor David
Watson

MBBS, MD, PhD, FRACS,
FRCSED (hon), FAHMS
14 October 2015
Director

Committee memberships:
Member, Cancer Research Committee
Member, Strategic Fundraising Committee
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Executive team.

Lincoln Size

Tony Siebert

Alana Sparrow

Chief Executive
8 May 2015

General Manager, Corporate Services
10 September 2012

General Manager, Services, Research
and Public Policy 10 September 2011

Having had relatives touched by cancer,
Lincoln is passionate about reducing risk factors
associated with the disease and making sure that
South Australians affected by cancer do not go
through a cancer journey alone.

As a melanoma survivor himself, Tony knows
first-hand the difference that early detection
can make. Tragically, a close friend who was
diagnosed at the same time was not as lucky. This
has inspired Tony to ensure that Cancer Council
SA is a strong and dynamic organisation that
leads the way in minimising how cancer impacts
the lives of all of our loved ones.

Losing her mother-in-law to cancer motivated
Alana to move from the corporate world to
Cancer Council SA. Watching her children grow up
without their grandma makes her determined to
keep fighting to bring a cancer free future closer.

Although he once swore never to wear Lycra,
life has changed considerably for Lincoln since
joining Cancer Council SA as Chief Executive in
May 2015. Not one to sit on the sidelines, he’s
become an enthusiastic cyclist, joining the Beat
Cancer Tour team and even dared to run in
front of 100,000 people at the People’s Choice
Undies Run for Bowel Cancer two years in a row.
Determined to keep pushing himself, Lincoln
geared up for Ride for a reason in 2016 and even
rode with the Premier’s Peloton in January 2017
to raise money for the cause he passionately
believes in.
Lincoln is driven by the desire to make a
difference by ensuring that Cancer Council SA
can reduce the impact of cancer on the lives
of all South Australians. His strong business
background makes him an accomplished leader.
Lincoln is committed to applying his expertise to
ensure that every dollar that is donated to Cancer
Council SA will be invested in the maximum
impact for each South Australian affected
by cancer.
He is an experienced CEO and MBA qualified
professional with over 20 years of senior and
executive management experience across diverse
industry sectors. Lincoln’s leadership experience
was founded in industries including financial
services, manufacturing and distribution,
not-for-profit, health, welfare and the arts.
Combined with a passion for ensuring that
everything we do brings us closer to a cancer free
future, Lincoln is inspired by both the mission and
the people he is leading in reducing the impact
of cancer for all South Australians.
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Initially taking up bike riding as part of rehab for
knee surgery, Tony has well and truly established
himself within the cycling community, averaging
100 km a week and joining Ride for a reason over
the past four years. He has raised an incredible
amount and has been inspired by both the
professional and amateur riders he has met,
all united by their passion for cycling and the
goal of beating cancer for all South Australians.
Tony is an experienced business manager who has
held executive management positions since 1995
in a range of industries including retail, banking,
higher education and media. In addition, Tony has
provided specialist advice and services for two
accounting firms. He is a Fellow of the Australian
Society of Certified Practising Accountants and
the Australian Institute of Company Directors.
Tony is driven by using his expertise to
continuously improve the way in which Cancer
Council SA operates. He is passionate about
meeting the challenges of an ever-changing
environment and maximising the impact of
every dollar that is donated towards a cancer
free South Australia.

Alana joined Cancer Council SA in 2011 as an
Advocacy Advisor before becoming a member
of the Executive in September 2014. Her previous
experience in a variety of industries makes her a
dynamic leader for Cancer Council SA’s services,
research and public policy areas.
Following her admission to both the Supreme
Court of South Australia and the High Court of
Australia, Alana began her career as a lawyer
with Adelaide’s largest commercial law firm
before moving into the political arena. After
gaining valuable experience as a political
adviser she moved into a role with the Housing
Industry Association as a business adviser
also responsible for advocacy on behalf of the
residential construction sector. In addition to her
law degree, Alana’s formal qualifications include
a Masters of Public Health and a Certificate IV
in Training and Assessment.
Alana is passionate about politics and striving
for better and responsible government. Her love
of the law and public health drive her to ensure
governments achieve positive outcomes for the
health of South Australians.
With her team of dedicated and passionate staff,
Alana is committed to ensuring no one goes
through a cancer journey alone and that every
South Australian has access to the best possible
cancer treatment. She looks forward to the day
when no one is diagnosed with a preventable
cancer and is focussed on making a cancer free
future a priority.

People

Russell Schrale

Kerryann White

General Manager, Marketing, Fundraising
and Relationships 27 March 2017

Manager, Human Resources
30 September 2013

The devastating impact of cancer on families
hit home for Russell with the tragic passing of
a talented and well-respected colleague in a
previous role. This experience has made him
passionate about connecting South Australians
with the work of Cancer Council SA on a daily
basis to ensure that no one goes through a cancer
journey alone.

Kerryann has felt the devastating effect of cancer
with the loss of her much loved grandmother, her
parents-in-law, and friends and family members.
She works with a committed team of people and
is driven to help reduce the impact of cancer on
other South Australian families.

Russell is inspired by the personal stories of
supporters and knowing the difference that our
organisation makes on individual lives. Working
next door to Cancer Council Lodge is a daily
reminder of the multitude of challenges facing
those with cancer and the significant role we
play in supporting them.
Having spent the last nine years working in notfor-profits, Russell has a sound understanding
of the challenges and opportunities that face
the sector. His expertise spans fundraising,
marketing, business development, and retail
operations, with the experience based on his
formal qualifications of a Bachelor of Commerce,
MBA, and Certified Practising Marketer
accreditation. Prior to his work with not-forprofits, Russell gained extensive experience
in the manufacturing and renewable energy
sectors, giving him a diverse skill set to help
lead Cancer Council SA.
With the support of a high-quality team of
specialists under his leadership, Russell is
committed to developing and inspiring the team
towards the achievement of a cancer free future.

Having spent many years working in human
resources in mining, manufacturing and retail,
Kerryann joined Cancer Council SA in September
2013 before becoming a member of the Executive
team in January 2015.
With a professional Diploma in Human
Resources Management and a member of
the Australian Human Resources Institute,
Kerryann’s experience in this field is extensive.
Her background includes workforce planning,
recruitment, performance management and
employee relations, which combined with a
practical approach make her an effective leader.

Our Executive team is
incredibly passionate
about creating a
cancer free future for
all South Australians.
With a vast range of
experience between
them, each member
brings powerful skills to
lead our mission.

Kerryann leads by building strong relationships
across the organisation. She partners with both
managers and employees to ensure we uphold
our core values and remain committed to our
strategy of a cancer free future. She strongly
believes in the values of transparency, honesty
and equity, is passionate about our greatest
asset (our team), and ensuring our workforce is
respected, valued and challenged.
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Committee reports.
Strategic Fundraising Committee

Audit and Risk Committee

The Strategic Fundraising Committee was established
in May 2016.

The role of the Audit and Risk Committee is to assist
the Board in fulfilling its responsibilities in relation to
the identification and mitigation of areas of significant
business risk, including:
• effective management of financial risks;
• reliable management reporting;
• compliance with statutory laws and regulations
across all facets of the business;
• maintenance of an effective and efficient audit,
including the appointment of auditors;
• protection of the company’s financial and physical
assets; and
• monitoring the inherent business risks in the operating
environment and recommending governance-related
policies to the Board of Directors.

The role of the Strategic Fundraising Committee is to
assist management in developing sustainable revenue
streams by 2019 through mobilising the Board of
Directors to identify and introduce potential
fundraising partners.
The duties of the Committee include:
• at the request of management, to identify and assist
with approaches to high wealth individuals and
corporations to support:
- corporate sponsorship, and
- major gift campaigns;
• acting as a conduit between other Directors to assist
management with personal approaches to high
wealth individuals and corporations;
• acting as a sounding board for management in the
development of the Annual Fundraising Plan through
testing innovative ideas around campaigns and
events.
The Committee was disbanded, via Board resolution,
in May 2019.
Mr Greg Boulton
Chairman

The Committee reviews the business risk environment
and ensures Cancer Council SA has policies to effectively
manage material risks. The governance-related policies
of the Board are:
• Conflict of Interest
• Corporate Governance Statement
• Delegations of Authority
• Intellectual Property for Funded Research
• Investment*
• Performance Planning and Review**
• Public Health Policy Approval Process
• Remuneration**
• Risk Management
• Work Health and Safety
• Whistle-Blower Policy.
The Committee’s business is arranged to review the
policies in a systematic manner to ensure they remain
relevant and effective.
As part of its ongoing work, the Committee considered
Cancer Council SA’s risk management policy and
considered the indemnity levels maintained for
insurable risks.
Cancer Council SA has reviewed its information
technology and communications environment and
the risk management and mitigation practices to
ensure our system protections are robust and our
recovery plans are effective.
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People

Each year the Committee reviews the annual financial
statements and the report of the external auditor.
The Committee met with the auditor to discuss emerging
financial reporting requirements, the financial reports
and statements and the conduct of the audit.
*Review conducted by the Investment Committee
**Review conducted by the Nomination and Remuneration
Committee
Mr Greg Boulton
Chairman

Cancer Research Committee
The role of the Cancer Research Committee is to assist
the Board to fulfil its responsibility to monitor and assess
Cancer Council SA’s investments in cancer research.
To perform this role, the Committee reviews Cancer
Council SA investment across the following key areas:
• Beat Cancer Project 2: Assess the South Australian
Health and Medical Research Institute’s (SAHMRI’s)
performance and management of the $14 million
Beat Cancer Project 2 (BCP2) against a set of key
deliverables;
• 2016-2021 South Australian Cancer Research
Strategy: Monitor investments in cancer research
against the strategy;
• Peter Nelson Leukaemia Research Fellowship:
Monitor the performance of the Fellowship recipient,
Dr Laura Eadie ;
• Lin Huddleston Ovarian Cancer Research Fellowship:
Monitor the performance of the Fellowship recipient,
Dr Carmela Ricciardelli; and
• Provide advice to the Board on matters regarding
cancer research.
Cancer Council SA’s Beat Cancer Project –
Summary of Annual Review

• Identifying and committing to areas of focus and
strength for cancer research in South Australia
including workforce, infrastructure and projects;
• Strategic investment in population health and health
services research; and
• Continuing to invest in infrastructure to address gaps
in infrastructure capacity.
Cancer Council SA’s Beat Cancer Project and the
South Australian Cancer Research Strategy
The second iteration of the Beat Cancer Project (BCP2)
is now underway. The 2016-2021 South Australian
Cancer Research Strategy was delivered by an appointed
steering committee led by an independent Chair,
Professor Jim Bishop AO. This comprehensive strategy
is supported by the South Australian cancer research
community and will inform the development and
implementation of the Beat Cancer Project 2.
Reports: 2017–2018
The Committee noted the work of the Peter Nelson
Leukaemia Research Fellowship fund recipient, Dr Hayley
Ramshaw, who resigned the Fellowship in 2018. The
Committee also noted the appointment of a new Fellow
was outside of the Committee’s Terms of Reference and
agreed to convene a panel of experts to assess candidates
and make an appointment recommendation to the Cancer
Council SA Board via the Cancer Research Committee.
Dr Laura Eadie was awarded the three-year Peter Nelson
Leukaemia Research Fellowship in February 2019.
The Committee noted the work of the Lin Huddleston
Ovarian Cancer Research Fellowship, Dr Carmela
Ricciardelli. Dr Ricciardelli received $100,000 in funding
from Cancer Council SA in the year under review with
an additional $50,000 from the University of Adelaide
towards ovarian cancer research of international
importance. The latest annual report for this work
was received in May 2018.
Jim Birch AM
Chairman

In November 2018, the Committee received a report
from SAHMRI and considered the following areas:
• Commitment to the funding agreement for Beat
Cancer Project 2;
• Mentoring and capacity-building of early career
researchers to promote long-term research capacity
in South Australia;
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Committee reports.
Investment Committee

Nomination and Remuneration Committee

As an advisory committee to the Board, the Investment
Committee is responsible for:
• recommending investment policy and monitoring
its administration;
• reviewing financial risk in respect to investment
management;
• reviewing and monitoring investment mandates,
including allowable investments;
• reviewing the appointment of fund managers and
their performance; and
• receiving and considering large and/or non-standard
investment-related transactions.

As an advisory committee to the Board, the Nomination
and Remuneration Committee is responsible for:

Cancer Council SA’s investment portfolio comprises of
direct portfolio investments and investment portfolios
managed by professional external fund managers.
During the year the committee met with and monitored
the performance of both the external fund managers
and the direct portfolio advisers.

Board nominations
• advise the Board on policy issues relating to
Board composition;
• set core competencies for Directors;
• develop a pool of future Director candidates;
• manage the Director selection process and
recommend a shortlist of Directors to the
Board for consideration; and
• manage the Director and Board performance
evaluation process.

Cancer Council SA’s investment portfolio generated
investment income of $2.6 million for the financial
year. The capital value of our equity and managed
investments decreased by $0.9 million in the year,
reflecting both the performance of the investment
markets and of the individual managers.
Cancer Council SA commenced an orderly migration
from growth assets to defensive assets in March 2019
coinciding with the Board’s decision to assess the
feasibility of constructing a new multi-level, mixed
purpose building to house our entire operations.
Total investment in equities and managed investment
decreased $5.7 million from $27.8 million to $22.1 million
in the financial year, term deposit investments increased
$7.3 million to $15.9 million during the same period.
Cancer Council SA maintains an investment portfolio
to provide liquidity and financial security against the
financial risks of declining community fundraising and
the long-term liabilities arising from research funding
commitment. The Investment Policy incorporates
prudent financial management elements to ensure a
diversified portfolio profile. Income from the investment
portfolio more than covers Cancer Council SA‘s corporate
governance costs, with the excess being directed to
cancer research, prevention and support activities.
Mr Con Michalakis
Chairman
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Staff remuneration
• recommending the Remuneration Policy for
endorsement by the Board;
• reviewing the performance of and setting the
Chief Executive’s remuneration;
• monitoring remuneration of General Managers
and staff within Board-approved budgets; and
• audit compliance of remuneration practice within
the approved Policy.

Remuneration
Cancer Council SA bases its employee remuneration
on the 25th percentile of the market-based salary data
taking into account the ability to salary package and
Fringe Benefits Tax exemption.
The Committee reviewed the performance of the
Chief Executive against agreed key performance
indicators, determined that all the requirements
were met, and after taking into account the softening
market for Executive remuneration, maintained the
Chief Executive’s approved salary.
The Committee received a report from the Chief Executive
on the General Managers’ performance against an
agreed set of key performance indicators and a similar
maintenance of approved salary without increase.

People

Board nominations
The Committee considered the composition of the
Board in light of:
• the changing strategic operating environment of
the company over the next three to five years, as
defined in the strategic plan;
• the future skill base requirement of the Board;
• current Board skill base; and
• expected Director rotation and appointment policy.
The Committee noted that three Directors are set to
retire by rotation at the October 2019 Annual General
Meeting and all indicated their intention to step-down
from the Board and not seek re-election. The Committee
reviewed a number of potential candidates and
recommended a short-list to the Board for consideration.
Chairman
Rear Admiral The Hon. Kevin Scarce
AC CSC RANR (Rtd)

Board and committee attendance
Board Member

Cancer
Research
-

Board

A&R

Investment

N&R

K Scarce

5/6

-

3/4

2/2

J Dwyer

5/6

2/2

-

-

-

-

J Birch

3/6

-

-

2/2

1/1

-

G Boulton

5/6

2/2

-

2/2

-

-

C Branson

3/6

-

-

-

-

-

C Michalakis

4/6

-

4/4

-

-

-

S Neuhaus

5/6

2/2

3/4

-

1/1

-

D Watson

5/6

-

-

-

1/1

-

B Jennings

3/6

-

-

-

-

2/3

Board

A&R

Investment

N&R

J Kerr

-

-

4/4

-

Cancer
Research
-

J Chalmers

-

-

-

-

1/1

-

C Karapetis

-

-

-

-

1/1

-

Committee Member

SFC
-

SFC
-
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We’re here for all
South Australians.
Every minute
Every hour
Every day

People with cancer

Health professionals

We provide practical and emotional support,
financial and legal assistance, information
services and more

We have information and support
services where health professionals
can refer those on a cancer journey

Regional groups

Carers and families

We provide resources and support to
help build regional and rural community
engagement

We have a wide range of information
and support programs, including the
13 11 20 phone and webchat service

Future generations

Government

We work to create a future where cancer
is no longer feared but seen as a preventable
and manageable disease

We help advance policy and legislation
by being a source of expert information
and the voice of the community

Cancer researchers
We raise the funds that make
breakthroughs possible

For free* and confidential information and support
about cancer, Monday to Friday 8.30 am – 5.30 pm:
• call Cancer Council 13 11 20
• chat online at cancersa.org.au
• email askanurse@cancersa.org.au
Free* interpreting service is available on 131 450.
Cost of a local call

*

This Impact Report has been
printed with the support and
generosity of Newstyle printing.

